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 ABSTRACT  It's a time of high rivalry, dynamism and complexities which have constrained associations to change 
drastically because of rising client desires. Advertisers are under steady strain to convey finest to their clients. With the 
appearance of innovation, advertisers have distinguished most recent advertising media alternatives to contact target 
group of onlookers. Be that as it may, the traditional methods for print advertisements still hold a more profound 
infiltration and scope. Different researchers and professionals have examined the territory of print mediaadvertising 
and have endeavored to recognize and execute advertisement effectiveness empowering influences. The purpose of this 
paper is to propose select empowering agents for print media in Indian setting utilizing an incorporated approach of 
survey of writing and investigative meetings with academicians and specialists from the areaof advertising. 
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Introduction: The wild rivalry, dynamism and operational complexities in the present market are driven by 
propels in innovation, expanded globalization and gigantic change in data accessibility to clients [1]. 
Markets are jumbled worldwide and associations have confidence in two wide methods for expanding 
benefit viz. by diminishing item's cost or by extending existing piece of the pie. Past analysts have featured 
that however cost diminishment is one of the gainful ways yet it has its own impediments [2], [3]. 
Therefore, expanding piece of the pie appears to be more viable to associations which have demonstrated 
confirmations for positive relationship between increased advertisingand improvedmarket share.  
Advertising is characterized as non-individual, paid type of communication usually unavoidable in nature 
about items, administrations or thoughts and with a recognized support [4]. It speaks to a vital means by 
which organizations communicate with their clients, both present and potential [5]. In spite of the fact that 
advertisers have recognized different most recent advertising media choices to connect with target group of 
onlookers; the conventional methods for print advertising is as yet a noteworthy component of an 
organization’s promotional and media mix in India with several advantages as delineated inFig. 1. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Several Advantages of Print Media 
As opposed to the West, the Indian newspaper industry will develop unequivocally for one more decade and 
a half because of mounting literacy [6]. Newspaper is neighborhood and thus a substantial mean of person's 
strengthening [7]. While print dailies are battling in a lot of theworld, they are relied upon to blast in India 
as outlined inTable 1. 
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Table 1 Present and Projected Scenario of Indian Print Industry 

 
It is evident that newspapers have real offer in Indian print industryand advertising is the key driver of the 
same. Additionally, print still keeps up its position as an intense and important segment of an advertisement 
campaign. 
 

ADVERTISEMENT EFFECTIVENESS: As per Dictionary.com, viability is characterized as the capacity of 
creating a coveted outcome. Another definition proposes that viability is how much destinations are 
accomplished and the degree to which focused issues are explained. Advertisement effectiveness alludes to 
how well an organization's advertising accomplishes the planned [8]. It more often than not increments 
after some time with numerous messages or exposures. As per Corvi and Bonera, advertisement 
effectiveness is the degree to which advertising generates a specific wanted impact [9]. A comprehension of 
advertisement effectiveness would contribute altogether to the profitability of advertisers regarding 
effective allocation of their marketing budgets [5]. Several researchers have examined the research area of 
advertisement effectiveness with various perspectives. A survey of accessible writing proposes that 
examination on advertisement effectiveness can be extensively sorted based on various measures utilized 
as a part of assortment of advertising media as delineated inFig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Classification of Advertising Literature 

Few researchers have also studied the area of advertisement effectiveness through conceptual frameworks 
to understand the concept of advertisement effectiveness and how it can be measured. 
 

ADVERTISEMENT EFFECTIVENESS IN PRINT MEDIA:In view of the far reaching and inside and out survey 
of writing and talk with subject specialists and advertisement practitioners, various empowering agents 
have been perceived. These empowering influences are recognized keeping print media into setting for 
Indian advertising scenario. 
These key enablers are described in detail in the following section.  
A. Attention:It is one of the vital empowering influences of promotion adequacy in setting of print media. A 
viable ad is engaging [11], snappy [12], effortlessly saw and creates interest in the psyches of target crowd 
[13]. Keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish commercial viability, it is fundamental to be fast and direct 
to snatch individuals' consideration. 
B. Interest:Despite the fact that it is fundamental to pull in the consideration yet creating interest and 
connecting with target gathering of people is similarly basic and testing. For an ad to be compelling; it ought 
to captivate [14], appealing [15] and must be equipped for holding potential client's consideration. The 
most basic empowering agents to accomplish intrigue are Attention [11]-[13]. Picking up the peruser's 
advantage is a more profound process than getting their consideration. 
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C. Persuasion:As a noteworthy empowering influence of commercial adequacy in print media, influence 
energizes trial and urges target group of onlookers to utilize the item or administration in setting. 
Consideration [11]-[13], Interest and Liking are most vital empowering agents that prompt influence in 
print publicizing point of view. 
D. Recall:As a strategy that investigates memory for hints of consciousness of a notice, review approaches 
the memory in a roundabout way. Estimating review is a genuinely basic process and can be of supported or 
unaided nature. A successful commercial is amazing, exceptional and simple to recall and remember. The 
most critical empowering agents to accomplish review are Persuasion and Liking. A few scientists have 
detailed that the review of balanced ads is higher than the review of enthusiastic ones. 
E. Recognition:A successful notice is one which is effectively detectable, acknowledged by its intended 
interest group and recognized without trouble. Acknowledgment is an immediate procedure that endeavors 
to get to memory of a commercial by provoking or attempting to get to any recognition of having seen the 
ad previously. Like review, Persuasion and Liking are basic empowering influences that prompt 
acknowledgment with regards to print promoting. 
F. Purchase Intention:As an empowering agent of promotion adequacy in print media, buy expectation 
encourages to make client want, inspire clients to buy and grade target gathering of people towards an item 
or administration. It is characterized as a person's status and eagerness to buy a specific item or 
administration.  
As indicated by Long and Ching, buy aim remains for what we might want to purchase in future. It is the 
choice to act that demonstrates a person's conduct as indicated by the item. It speaks to the likelihood for 
purchasers to purchase an item or administration. The most basic empowering agents to accomplish buy 
expectation are Recall, Recognition, Persuasion and Liking. 

 
Fig. 3 Conceptual Framework of Advertisement Effectiveness  

Considering the significance of identified enablers in context of print media, a conceptual framework of 
advertisement effectiveness is considered and represented in Fig. 3. It is clear that effectiveness of an 
advertisement in context of print media can be achieved only when these select enablers executed in an 
integrated way with due consideration to lead to association as identified through developed conceptual 
framework. 
 

CONCLUSION:  
It is evident that the area of measuring advertisement effectiveness has emerged as one of the important 
philosophies in recent times as huge sum of fund is involved in marketing and promotional activities. A 
clear understanding of advertisement effectiveness will contribute to allocation of advertising budgets 
optimally. An attempt has been made through this research study to identify select enablers of 
advertisement effectiveness in print context using an integrated approach. It also provides a comprehensive 
description of these enablers in context of print media. A conceptual framework based on identified 
enablers is also presented which can be empirically tested using a systematic research method such as 
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Interpretive Structural Modeling. The model provides useful insights and implications for practitioners and 
suggests paying more attention to recognized select enablers before developing an advertisement for print 
media in Indian context. 
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